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By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The Student Senate unanimously passed a
resolution opposing the Career Services
seminar blocking registration for students.
Erin Weed, Student Senate speaker, said
that Legislative Leadership, a committee
consisting of senate committee chairs, will
discuss the alternatives with Lou Hencken,
vice president for academic affairs, and
Shirley Stewart, director of Student/Career
Services.
“I’m glad they will continue to explore
alternatives,” Stewart said. “I look forward to
when Student Senate will share them with
me.”
Stewart said she was still concerned that
low turnout at job fairs will lower the number
of recruiters who attend. At Tuesday’s Job
Fair, only 650 out of more than 11,000
students attended, she said. Of the 150
recruiters, many left by noon because there
were not enough students attending the job
fair.
The Career Services Orientation Seminar, a
free 30-minute presentation, would educate
students about opportunities offered by the
Career Services office. The seminar may be
required for juniors and seniors. Students
would be blocked from registering until they
scheduled to take the seminar.
“The block is not trying to control
students,” Stewart said. “Our basic concern is
to keep recruiters coming back to Eastern.”
In other senate business, senate members
unanimously approved a resolution
recommending that more ashtrays and signs
designating smoking areas be put up around
the campus.
Senate member Keith Cosentino, author of
the resolution, said by placing more ashtrays
in areas were many smokers congregate
would greatly reduce the number of cigarette
butts littering the campus.
As Internal Affairs chair, Cosentino will
now forward the senate’s recommendation to
the parks department and other appropriate
boards for funding. The parks department
cleans up litter around campus.
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
And the beat goes on ...
Amy Haynes, a senior music education major, leads the Eastern marching band
during a practice Wednesday afternoon on the field next to the Tarble Arts Center.
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/Photo editor
Matt Briesacher, a junior political science major, and Krista Appelquist, a
senior speech communication major, practice duo oral interpretation in
Coleman Hall Wednesday afternoon.  Both are a part of the EIU speech team.
By HEATHER CYGAN
Staff writer
Imagine giving a speech in front of a
group of strangers. Horrifying? Not for
members of the Eastern’s forensics team,
said Moran Beasley, a senior history major.
Beasley said giving a speech to total
strangers is an amazing feeling. He said it is
“one big adrenaline rush” and also a “thrill
to have the challenge.”
Beasley said the team lives by the motto
“We do for fun what most people fear more
than death.”
The forensics team meets from 7 to 9 p.m.
each Tuesday in the Coleman Hall
Auditorium room 113. It is coached by
Shane Miller, assistant professor of speech
communications.
Try-outs or majors in speech
communications are not needed to
participate,  only the desire to participate,
Beasley said. He added Miller always refers
to joining as a “walk on speech team.”
The team participates in a year-round
season starting in October and ending in
April, although Miller said the team must be
dedicated enough to practice all summer.
The speech team is as competitive and
successful as most sport teams, Miller said.
Miller has coached the team for two years
and said the prognosis for this year looks
good. The team will travel to Western
Kentucky in Lexington Oct. 2 and 3 to
participate in their first tournament.
Miller said the team did a good job and
predicted “the team as a whole will place in
the top 20 (this year).”
The team consists of 25 members, up from
Team argues for members
Forensics team
looking for walk-ons
Senate votes to ban
seminar restrictions
By SARAH REYNOLDS
Staff writer
Booth Library renovations remain in the
early planning stages and await the selection
of a design team, said Ted Weidner, director
of Eastern’s facilities planning and
management.
“Right now we are deciding on what to
do,” Weidner said. “We have had 24 different
design teams submit plans. We have
narrowed them down, but we still have to
choose one.”
Weidner said the renovations will include
repairs to the heating and cooling systems and
the expansion of the back of Booth Library.
“We are going to start in the front (of the
library) and work our way back as far as we
can go,” he said. “The building is wearing out
and is too small for the use that it gets.”
Weidner said heavy student and faculty use
of the library is the main reason the university
decided to expand Booth Library.
“The average student goes to the library
Library plans stacking up
See TEAM page 2
Vote opposes blocking registration
See LIBRARY page 2
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_Bu1rgl·ar 
·bag.s 
·jail tirne . 
MARION (AP) - The bur-
glar who admi11ed burn.ing 
down the city's landmark 
Cultural and Civic Ccnicr has 
bc<n sentenced 10 21 y.cars in 
prison. • 
Will iamson County Judge 
Philip Palmer on Tuesday scn· 
tenccd Thomas Joseph i'.llen. 
24: of Million. 10 14 years on 
one count of damage: to state. 
supported property and 10 seven 
·years for burglary. 10 be served 
consp:ulivc:ly. 
Allen cl:aims he accidentally 
SCI fin: 10 the 77-ycar-old build· 
ing While using a propane torch 
10 break i n10 a lock box. He 
pleaded guilty in the fi~. as 
well as bu.rglarizing the ch·ic 
ccntcr. the adjacent Ca.megie 
Library and- an earlier break-in 
at the city's wa1cr 1rca1men1 
pian1. 
During scn1encing Tuesday. 
Palmer ~d he doubled Allen's 
cl:lim that tthc fire w~ nn 3(,."Ci· 
dcn1. 
"I believe you knew whal 
you were doing.'' the judge told 
him. 
He also c:is1 doub1 un Allen's 
asse.,ion liha1 he was aided in 
lhc robbery, 
" II nlmo:11 >Ounds like you're 
1ryins IQ blame , omconc else 
for this who b a juvenile - and 
you're an adult." P3.lm.r ,aid. 
Allen cnuld be n:lca<ed in as 
Ii.Ill~'!-' .10 '.YC;ir.\ ":ith good;tirn~ 
credits. Its sentence incluacs 
S l .4 million in fine!\ and rc.~titu· 
tion. 
Allen\ s ister. Cindy McRoy 
or Man<.>n, said she wa' 
shoc:ktd by the .cntence. 
"I know this . he should be 
punishc'<l ibut) they' re going 10 
get that c1,..ic ccntcr back. It"s 
going 10 be 20 years before I 
get my brol!her bock .'' she said_ 
Tiusday. september2s. 1997 1lleDlllJ' I wNawa 
To collectors PEZ. are i~di~~~sib~e 
CHAMPAIGN (AP) -: S1uan ''PEZ-a-ma>niacs" ,who ha,ve rni.it·O~vored candy, _and pu111.og P.EZ ~speosers, and diacovered 
Canwrigh1's ~hampaign home 1urni:,d the colorful candy dis· 11 1n dt~pensers w11h ~pe~1al that some were worth more than 
has shel•cs;' t'urios and glass pensers 'into a collectible cnu ctiaracterbeads: . . SIOO. . . 
cases filltd .with them.- · that borders"<>o ob:1<;ssion. Since. tl\eo; the comptnY has Youn_g was shopprng at a 
Gene Young shows off a huge ''It's an 1UnbeJievable phc· released ''hundreds and. bun- <;:ham~go store w~ be.~ a 
bag M·thcm. then sonfcsscs thot nomcnon," . . sai<I _Scou dreds".of.diff~renl dispel!sers, PEZ d!lplay aod-~cled to p1& 
the bag represents just a small McWhinnie. who qlls himself McWhinn.1e. said, but !~e ex~ct up a handful . 1bmg.s got cruy 
fraction of the collection on dis· the "PEZ·ident" of PEZ Candy .number is bard 10 pinpoint after lhal. . 
play in the oal< case in the living Inc. of Orange. Conn. because many .<;ingle designs are , "I just kept bu~~g moi:e ~d 
room of his Rossvillc home. • "It's not a candy. It's not a sol\! in multiple color com~ina- more and more. he .. s111d •. I 
Precious Moments figurines? toy. It's a phenomeo.on. that's all lions~ thought lhey were coo). " 
, Waterford crystal vases? Lladro I can say.'' Mc}\'hinoie said. "Ask any 20 collectors how Now Youn~ and Ca~".'ng~l 
sia1ue11cs? Nope. None of the· PEZ candy has been around many there a.r:e, and you'll gel 20 mighl'!>e con.s1dered fanaucs liy. 
above. · since 1927. when 'it was created diffcient answers.:· he said. . /some_. .• 
Think candy. Think little in Vienna. Austria. as a s1rong ~cWhinnie said the col· :W•th hundreds of d1spcosers 
movable heads. peppermint candy 1argc1ed a1 lecublc craze really took off apiece, tbe two_ l_ocal me11c are 
Think PEZ. aduh smokers. wi11iin the past five years or so, still not al the high end. of PEZ 
"Thi's doesn't even make a The candy was brought 10 and his company has capitalized collectors, ~'!'e t?f wb.om Have 
den1," Y"ung said proudly. "I America in 1.952 and soon after on it. thousands of pieces. 
have hundreds ai home I dido'1 was marketed toward children, Canwrigh1 was going through "But we don't like to lalk 
bring." Car1wrigh1 and. Young. McWhinoie said. That's when soll)e of his childhood belong· about them," Yot,1ng said wilb a 
arc pan of a growing number or the company starled making ings when he found some old laugh. 
Student dean positions ppen 
. Students interested in 
becoming srudcnt deans can 
pick up npplico1ions in the 
S1uden1 Activities Cenler in 
Room 201 of the Man in "Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
The two positions open are 
for 1he College of Sciences and 
the Graduate School.. Under· 
;?raduatc applicants arc required 
10 have a 2. 25 G .P. A .. be in 
good disciplinary srnnding and 
bt a 'ul l-1imc s1uden1 with a 
minimum or 12 hours. A gradu · 
ate applicant must have a J .O 
G.P.A .. be rn good disciplinary 
Slanding and be 3 ruJ1 .. limc SlU• 
11.1:k' a wcjO);. uod the Uhr:uy Olis 
up fas•. so it ·n.;,d, more room ror 
~1udcnt.s co ~·ork in:· Weidner 
said. 
The total cost of the rc.novn1ion 
of Booth Library l< expected 10 be 
\16.7 million. On Feb. 20. Gov. 
Jim Edgar approved SI million 
from the capital hudge1 for the 
building's rcnovatio'-'. 
"The first milli!ll' helps us gc1 
started.'' Weidner said "We hove 
den1 with a1 leas1 nine hours . 
Sarah Bordenkirche_r. student 
vice president for academic 
arfolrs, .<;aid the studen1 deans 
oversee 1hc advisory councils 
in 1htir college, and meet with 
the vice presidenl for academic 
affairs and other s1Uden1 deans 
once a week . 
"II is a good opporiunily (for 
.iuden ts) 10 get involved wi1h 
ihcir college ond solve prob-
lems (they) sec in ii.'' 
Bordcnkirchcr said. 
Applications are due Friday 
in the S I udcnl Activides 
Center. 
requested S 17 million from lhe 
s tale for next year. so now we 
have 10 wail and sec what hap-
pens." 
Weidner su1d he hopes to begin 
rcno,•ations and building cxpan· 
sion in May 1999 and complete 
the project in August 2000. 
"Right no"" even though we 
h ~ vcn'1 don" much, things arc 
go ing well ."' he said. "I hope 
things will pick up soon.'' 
RHA looks to pass budget 
The Residence Hall Perry will discuss plans for a 
Association will attempt 10 pass special constitutional meeting IO 
lhc proposed SI0.750 budge1 for be held a1 6 p.m. Sept. 28 in lhc 
1997-98 tonig)lt a•its meeting. Taylor Hall lobby. 
The RHA will meet 1onigh1 at • '.o\lso;'s~h'ed\ilW 11o''taU: ls 
5 p.m. in Pemberton Hall. Jamie Workman, wbb · will 
"We're going 10 try gelling address plans for the up0oming 
the budget approved 1ha1 we assembly rctreaL 
prcsen1ed 10 the assembly lhis R HA Vice President Haley 
week," said Amanda Perry, Pope and the scleclcd committee 
RHA president. will discuss plans for the haunt· 
Of the SI0,750 RHA is ed house they will be running 
requesting. $4,475 or that during homecoming. 
money will be used to fund lhe Cathy Roberg will discuss 
six conferences held throughout and ask for opjnions conccrnJng 
the year. Perry said. The rest of the upcoming Gla~um confer· 
the money will go 10 phone ence. The Glacurh conference 
bills.. commlltee work. and schol· provides members of RHA with 
arsh.ips. she said. a chance 10 share ideas with 
The RHA also wants to · RHA members from other 
approvetherevisedeonsdwcion.--.wtcrb · + · ~ w -svs 
. ----- -- . -~-.... ~-~-=--< ... -.•. Q c 2 
Execution spark~ interest 
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) Peoria. DI .• lilired Bannister for 
- A man whose death-row case $4,000 and ga.ve b.im a .22<allber 
has sparked international interest pistol 10 shoot Rucsunan because 
is set to be executed Oct. 22. Ruesunan was living with anolher 
The Missouri Supreme Coun man's wife. 
TEAM / "1mpt18""" ~----------------­
set the date Wednesday for Alan Bannister has said be acciden-
Jeffrey BannislCf. convicted in lhc tally shot Rucsunan during a.scuf-
1982 conlJ'act killing or a south- Ocon the po.rch: In appeals. be 
wes1 Missouri man. has claimed he should have been 
Ba:nnistcr, 39. originally from convicted of m.olhlng worse,. than 
Chillicothe, Ill .. and now an second-degr-ee murd;? which 
inmate .a1 th_e Pot?Si Correc~onal •• ~J!1; If 1 11!~ •• ' 
Center in Missouri, was convicted • • -en;.-- .~· ~W91!l4 ~ 
in the murder of Darrell the six th man put 10 death in 
Rucstman or Joplin. Missouri this year. the 29th since 
~ix v.1hcn ii s:tancd lase )'cat. Miller said. 
"The best thing is that we exist." Hunter said. 
The best lhing about the learn is gelling 10 ~cc all 
kinds of people Hunicr said. Miller said the bcs l 
aspccl h "you gel 10 know s tudents bcncr on the 
team than 1n the classroom: · 
They said the only down side is missing classe5 
and weekends 10 panicipatc in the tournaments. 
The team. helps the members improve valuable 
skills such os research. reading. communication. 
conlidence. 1lme management. speaking. writing and 
vocabulary expansion. Beasley said. 
, The s peech team panicipa1cs in several different 
categories . The c.atcgorics are intcrpn:uition or lilera· 
turc. public address. and limired pn:paration 
The mo>I popular category fs prose ln1crpi:c1ation. 
The members gel ten minutes 10 give a speech on a 
short '1ory or scgmen1 from o book. 
The Dally Eastern News 
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Rues1man was killed Aug. 21. ' the state resumed executions in 
19g2_ He died of a single sho1 to 1989. 
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home,. leners about aanoislCr's case lban 
Authorities said a man in any other. 
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Last Chance Deal ...
Only $19.00
Rent til May 98
Free Delivery
1-800-811-1953
Buy any new full length CD
and get a F R E E bag of 
Wild Berry incense!
Friends
&Co
Tonight
From Chicago
CHIKA
starts @ 9:30
$1.25 btls 
Labatt Blue
$2.00 pints
Sam Adams
B e c k s  D a r k
Look for great
new specials this weekend! 
An article in Tuesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly stated which tower was evacuated
in Carman Hall. Only the students in the North tower were evacuated.
A headline in Wednesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News should have read a motion was circulated
at the Faculty Senate to form a committee to advise administration.
The News regrets the errors.
By KIM HERMON
Staff writer
The Student  Education
Association at Eastern is reach-
ing out into the community and
getting middle school students
involved in a fine arts after-
school program.
The program is a two-week
fine arts program featuring art,
music and drama, said Elizabeth
Wilkins-Canter, assistant profes-
sor for  the department of
Secondary Education and
Foundations. The members of
SEA are teaching the students
from 3:20 to 5:15 p.m. after
school.
“The members have done an
excellent job,” Wilkins-Canter
said. “They are well-organized
and have different activities for
the kids.”
The SEA received a grant for
$300 from the National
Education Association for the
program that started Sept. 17.
Angi Whitlow, president of
SEA, said the program targeted
students that get home from
school before their  parents ,
commonly known as latch key
kids.
“The program was estab-
lished for the latch key kids, or
to appeal to a group of kids that
do not have after-school activi-
t ies  and to expand f ine arts
opportunities,” Whitlow said.
Wilkins-Canter said most of
the 40 students involved in the
program didn’t have a lot of
after-school activities planned
before they joined.
“These kids aren’t involved in
sports and don’t have much to
do after school,” Wilkins-Canter
said.
At the end of the session, a
musical production created and
written by the students will be
performed on Oct. 3 at 7 p.m. at
Charleston Middle School.
“Everything has been culmi-
nating to this  f inal  perfor-
mance,” Wilkins-Canter said. 
Student groups gives kids 
a hand after school lets out
By KIM HERMON
Staff writer
Education majors will be given
tips on making the best of their
college career at a workshop
tonight in the Coleman Hall
Auditorium.
The panel discussion will begin
at 7 p.m. and the theme will be
“Easing your way through the
college of education.” This is the
first time Eastern has offered a
panel for all education majors.
The panel was organized by
Elizabeth Wilkins-Canter, an
assistant professor for the
Department of Secondary
Education and Foundations.
Wilkins-Canter said the Dean
of the College of Education and
Professional Studies, Elizabeth
Hitch, and speakers on student
teaching, elementary education
and special education are sched-
uled for the panel.
“This is to show students how
to get through the education pro-
gram,” Wilkins-Canter said.
“There are so many papers to file
and so many people you have to
see and talk to.”
Angi Whitlow, president of the
Student Education Association,
said the workshop is designed to
give education majors more infor-
mation.
“The purpose of the workshop
is to provide detailed steps on the
application and admission pro-
cesses, to provide criteria on stu-
dent teaching, sequencing of
courses, and state certification
testing,” Whitlow said.
Wilkins-Canter said she is real-
ly excited and expects a good
turnout.
She said the panel will be ben-
Make the best of college
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographerStrummin’
Carl Farrington, a freshman history major, enjoys playing songs by the band Phish on the guitar Wednesday
afternoon at the Fine Arts Center.
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
A student-run miniature, mock
version of the United Nations’
General Assembly and Security
Council will meet Saturday to dis-
cuss global politics.
Saturday’s event will be the
second meeting of the semester
for Eastern’s Model U.N. pro-
gram. It is slated to run from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Casey Room
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Rob Stroud, the president of the
group, said an informational
meeting for the group was held
last week, and another mock
General Assembly and Security
Council meeting will be held later
in this semester.
While Stroud said most of the
countries have been assigned to
students to role play, he said other
countries will be available to new
members. He added students can
“come in and we’ll let them know
what’s going on” even if they did
not attend the informational meet-
ing.
Students will discuss issues in
global politics and vote for or
against different resolutions based
on their country’s point of view,
Stroud said. A model Security
Council, which consists of 15
nations, also will meet.
A Model U.N. class will be
offered during the spring
semester, but Stroud said students
must be selected to participate in
it.
“(This semester’s events are)
kind of a buildup to events next
semester. If someone participates
in on-campus events this semester
and wants to (do more) then they
can apply for the class,” he said.
Students selected for the class
will be sent to a Mid-West Model
U.N. conference in St. Louis in
February. 
Stroud said participants in this
semester’s Model U.N. will not
have to prepare a lot for the
events, even if they do not know
much about the country they are
supposed to represent.
“The only preparation we (ask)
is to go out and when you read a
newspaper look and see if there’s
any articles about your country
and maybe go to the library (to do
some research),” Stroud said.
Students to begin
taking on the world
Model UN
begins meeting
on weekends
Correction
MIKE RICE/Staff photographerOn the edge
Chris Dunham, a junior graphic design major, slides down the edge of
a bench outside Coleman Hall Wednesday afternoon on his skate-
board. 
The Daily Eastern News
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“We are born into a world where alienation awaits us.
–Ronald David Laing
Scottish psychiatrist (1927-89)
today’s quote
Individual, free thinkers make the world work
here are the students?
The picking of the search committee
for the newly created position of assistant vice
president for business affairs was in violation
of the university’s Internal Governing Policy.
The list of potential search committee mem-
bers was not circulated on the campus prior to
finalization for faculty and staff input.
But there seems to be a bigger problem at
hand concerning the list
of committee members:
the lack of student rep-
resentation on the
search committee.
The Internal Governing Policy states that
“these screening committees shall have univer-
sitywide representation including faculty,
administrators, civil service staff and stu-
dents.”
In reviewing the list of search-committee
members, the absence of any student members
is strikingly apparent.
In fact, Student Body President Kim Harris
said she was unaware of the new position until
she read about it in The Daily Eastern News.
“I wasn’t made aware of the new position,
but I think we need to have at least one student
involved,” Harris said. “We obviously have
different concerns than faculty and administra-
tion.”
The Faculty Senate was also uninformed
about the search-committee process before the
committee members’ names were released last
month.
The two bodies on campus that represent the
majority of the campus must be informed
about the workings of the “ruling” minority –
the administration – which would have no pur-
pose without students and instructors.
The administration must realize it is not an
entity separate from the rest of the university
but a group participant in the well being and
structure of the university.
Students and faculty need to be aware of the
administration’s decisions because, if for no
other reason, university policy already dictates
it.
Moreover, that policy was created for a rea-
son: so all parts of the university can take part
in such decisions – or at least become aware of
them before they’re made.
Editorial
To the editor:
The 30-minute career-services semi-
nar sounds like it might be a really good
opportunity to market yourself after
graduation. The only problem is, and I
think it is a unanimous decision, no stu-
dent wants it forced down his or her
throat. From the very basic education
course you learn to reward your stu-
dents and not to threaten them, which is
exactly the case here.
It was nice to see that the Student
Senate was able to hit the mark on one
of its four alternatives – that being an
early-registration allowance for students
who attend.
As far as I’m concerned, the Career
Planning and Placement Office has
received its fair share of free advertising
– and it has worked on me. As soon as
the smoke has cleared and we as adults
are given our freedom of choice, put my
name in the first open seminar.Kevin Goheen
junior English major
your turnCareer seminar is OK,but don’t force it down
the students’ throats The Daily Eastern News acceptsletters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
Stubborn, obstinate, closed-minded, inflexible ... these are
words used in today’s world to
describe those who are unwavering
in their beliefs, rigid in their ways.
These are just the semantic descrip-
tors, though. When emotions come
into play, as they always do, more
intense words are used (extremist,
tyrant, nut-case).
In any government, society or
organization that has democratic principles, there is a tenden-
cy to make compromise the underlying tenet for all decision
making. People, working together, in continual negotiation
will eventually reach the best solution for everyone, right?
The answer is a “no” so resounding that it may be worthy
of two exclamation points when written. I contend, without
hope of proving, that everything great that ever happened in
the history of the world came from one man, or one woman,
without adjustment. Further, most that is bad about the world
is a result of one person’s principles being compromised.
Seen by most as a virtue, the willingness to compromise is
actually a characteristic of those who stand for nothing.
Now, before you gouge out my eyes in effigy, let me be
clear. Practically speaking, I know that a country without
compromise is necessarily a country at war, but since when
have we expected student journalists, or anybody at a univer-
sity for that matter, to be pragmatic?
No one benefits from compromise, but with it, no one gets
the upper hand, and that seems to be the point. Intelligent
people with solutions are dangerous to less intelligent, more
paranoid people (this is displayed any time a decision is made
at Eastern).
The physical sciences are exempt from this plague, to a
certain extent. The political sciences are proof of it. The great
discoveries that we seek, fund and honor in the scientific
world are impossibilities in the political spectrum. 
Imagine if it were reversed: “I’m sorry, Mr. Einstein, but in
order for me to appease my constituents and in order for you
to get the votes you need on your Energy Bill, we are going to
have to settle this somewhere in the middle. I propose that ‘E’
should equal ‘mc’ cubed.”
Ridiculous, right? Well, that is government by the people.
Scientists have the advantage of the laboratory to experiment
and prove that their theories are in fact the best. Politicians
have no such laboratory.
I am quite certain that, out there somewhere, are well-con-
structed solutions to the Social Security, Medicare and tax-
code problems. By the time rational solutions navigate their
way through the concessional grinder, they very much resem-
ble the current systems (i.e. waste-
ful, destructive and irrational).
Is it a coincidence that the cur-
rent state of unprecedented eco-
nomic prosperity is occurring the
same time Alan Greenspan has
been granted unprecedented con-
trol over monetary policy?
Probably not. Greenspan, for the
time being, has the leverage neces-
sary to make independent deci-
sions, without negotiation.
Characteristics of individualism in everyday life are hard to
find but easy to spot. As author Ayn Rand put it, individuals
are those who understand that “those who try to be all things
to all men, end up by not being anything to anyone.” In terms
of politics, individualists are those who would rather see their
ideas fail than see watered-down, illogical versions of them
pass with their names attached.
Are there examples of pure individualists out there? I can’t
imagine where they would be. You see, a person attempting to
exhibit these characteristics of individualism is crushed by
society as a threat.
Degrees of success in individualism depend on the system
in which one is operating. Dan Cougill is an example. As
mayor, he has enough authority and leverage to make his
decisions stand. Note that there were no incremental hikes in
the bar-entry age here. It was a simple solution in its pure
form and despite popular opinion of the non-voting hordes to
the contrary, its benefits are many.
Eastern President David Jorns’ experience is on the other
end of the spectrum. He is also a free-thinking individual, but
he operates in a system where freedom of thought is restrict-
ed. This has frustrated his tendencies to the point of forcing
his retirement, which, it will be displayed, will negatively
impact the future of the university.
Forty years ago, in the book “Atlas Shrugged,” Rand
wrote, “In any compromise between food and poison, it is
only death that can win. In any compromise between good
and evil, it is only evil that can profit.” The Russian commu-
nists whom she railed against have since been brought to their
collective knees, but the evil still lurks.
It makes appearances on television, in university class-
rooms and sometimes even on this very page. So, the next
time someone tries to tell you what to think or do, remember:
In today’s world, all motives are ulterior.
– Brian Anderson is a business graduate student and a semi-
monthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail
address is cubea@pen.eiu.edu.
BRIAN ANDERSON
Regular columnist
“Intelligent people 
with solutions 
are dangerous 
to less intelligent,
more paranoid
people.”
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Administration even
breaks its own policy
in ignoring students 
W
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Specials for carry-out 
& delivery
3 4 8 - 5 4 5 4 No coupon necessary just ask!
Large 1
Item pizza
$600
Medium 
1 item pizza
$500
20 inch
Item pizza
$1099
$1 off md
cheesestix 
$2 off lg
cheesestix+tax
+tax +tax
Ask for Dipping Sauce & Spice Packet
or
Biggest Pizza in Town
* *
Happy 1/4 Century RC
Girls, RC Says:
If You Open The Cage
The Lion Is Going To
Come Out.
From: Randy, Jay &
Stus Crew
$10075
¢Rolling Rock
16 oz Draft
(Keep the Glass) 16oz
Refiles
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Bud, Bud LT
Ice House
Lite Drafts
DJ - Corey Worden  Other Artists Played
$175
$200
FosterOilCans
Corona
Heineken
22 oz BTLS
VODKA MIXERS $300
$1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover
$1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover  
$1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover  $1 Cover
$1
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By LISA HUBER
Staff writer
The Mattoon Jewish Com-
munity Center is preparing to
celebrate High Holy Days,
which is a major Jewish holiday.
The center, now being recog-
nized for 50 years of service,
will begin its High Holy Days at
dusk Oct. 1 through Oct. 11.
These 10 days symbolize the
Jewish New Year holiday and
much recognition and impor-
tance is assigned to this tradition
by the Jewish people.
Center Administrator Carl
Lebovitz said most people do
not go to work or school in
observation of these holidays, if
such arrangements are feasible.
He believes most employers and
schools are understanding of the
situation.
“It’s the most important holi-
day of the year ... if they can
take off for the first and last
days, they will do it,” he said.
The High Holy Days are made
up of Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur. Rosh Hashana is the
beginning of the New Year in
Hebrew.
Rabbi Heidi Cohen, of the
Jewish Institute of Religion in
Cincinnati will conduct services.
She is the appointed rabbi for
the community center for the
1997 to 1998 Jewish year and
comes to preach once a month,
Lebovitz said. 
Other people teach “laymen”
services on Fridays and Satur-
days, in Cohen’s absence.
Since the High Holy Days are
extremely important, Cohen is in
Mattoon for the duration of the
celebration, Lebovitz said.
The Center, which celebrates
50 years of service this year, is
the “only place to worship in the
immediate area,  except for
Champaign and Decatur,” Leb-
ovitz said.
He says since the Center is
centrally located between the
two cities more than 20 families
from three counties come to
worship.
And even though the number
of congregation members tends
to fluctuate, Lebovitz said the
center will “keep going.”
Lebovitz said Jewish students
are welcome to attend services,
as well as Jewish residents.
Rosh Hashana’s 10 days are
named the Ten Days of Awe. At
the end of these days, dusk on
Oct. 10, is a period called Yom
Kippur. Yom Kippur represents a
day of fasting and repentance.
All calender days begin at
dusk the day before, Lebovitz
said.  The community
center,  located at  1608
Richmond, will hold several ser-
vices to accommodate children
and adults during this time of
acclamation.
Rosh Hashana Eve service
will begin at 7:30 p.m. on Oct. 1.
On the following day, Rosh
Hashanah will start at services at
10 a.m. for adults and 1 p.m. for
children.
Yom Kippur is a day of atone-
ment and fasting. From sunup to
sundown, observers, permitting
good health, are asked to fast.
This holiday will be recog-
nized by an evening service at
7:30 p.m. on Oct. 10. On Oct. 11
services will begin at 10 a.m. for
adults and 1 p.m. for children.
Closing services for Yom
Kippur, called Neilah/Yizkor,
will be at 5 p.m.
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographerGoin’ in
Eastern workers Danny Zinnernan (right) and Kenny Hillgoss Wednesday drill a hole for a pipe containing
computer electrical lines afternoon in the Office of Financial Aid.
By MATT ADRIAN 
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board
will hold a meeting for Recog-
nized Student Organizations
tonight in addition to their regu-
lar meeting.
First the AB will be holding a
second Recognized Student
Organization funding seminar at
5 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. 
The meeting will outline how
student organizations can re-
quest student fee money to fund
events. Student organizations
must attend this meeting if they
want to receive funding for the
1998 fiscal year.
The student groups must send
two members to the meeting. At
least one of these members must
be an executive officer.  The
meeting will  show student
groups how to budget and make
proposals to the AB.
The student groups must meet
certain requirements to receive
AB funding. The event must be
open to all students. No funding
will be provided for field trips or
conferences for the group.
AB’s regular meeting is at 6
p.m. in the Casey room of the
MLK Union. The AB will begin
hearing additional allocation
requests from the five fee-fund-
ed boards. The AB will have
$7,650 to give for additional
allocations.
The AB already made an
emergency additional allocation
for $950 to the University Board
Homecoming Committee to
bring six to eight bands for the
Homecoming parade. The allo-
cation also will  pay for two
judges in a band competition to
be held during the parade.
The AB will  also begin
assigning program evaluations
to its members. Steve Zeilinski,
vice president for f inancial
affairs, said the program evalua-
tion are designed to give AB
members a better understanding
of how the University Board
prepares for student activities. 
AB pulls double duty
Jewish Community Center plans for High Holy Days
It’s the most important holiday of the year ... if
they can take off for the first and last days,
they will do it,”
–Carl Lebovitz,
Center Administrator 
“
Holiday set 
to begin Oct. 1
at sundown
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Mexican DAy AT
...
Chicken Fajita w/ Fries $349
Corona & Dos Equis $2
$150 Other Bottles
Shorty’s (Secret Recipe) Margarita $2
Tonight: Basket of Mini Tacos $1
HASTA LUEGO
$
$$
$
NEED CASH??
We have Loans from $100-$600
Call or Stop by today
Sun Loan Co.
234-2680
approval in about 30 minutes w/
Established credit
Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30am-5:30pm 
1420 Broadway, Mattoon
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
BELL’S FLOWER CORNER
DOZEN LONG STEMMED
RED ROSES
$19.95 wrapped
$24.95 vased
1335 Monroe    345-3919
COLLINSVILLE (AP) – School
administrators in Collinsville say
they’re having a bit of a problem
with profanity.
But it’s not the students who are
the problem – it’s the teachers.
Unions representing the city’s
public school teachers and assistants
are balking at a policy that bans
cursing and declares that they
should act as role models.
“Whose definition of role model
applies?” asked Mike Cook, region-
al director of the Illinois Education
Association. “Does that mean a
teacher cannot go down to the
Horseshoe (Lounge) and have a
beer?”
The same goes for swearing, he
said.
“We are not saying that i t’s
appropriate to use profanity, but the
policy that they’ve drafted, we think
is a little too broad and subject to a
wide range of interpretations,” Cook
said.
And, he said, the term “role
model” is interpreted differently and
the policy does not state whether it
applies only during school hours.
“That is why we want to sit down
and discuss it,” he said.
The administration adopted the
policy during the summer break
because of numerous complaints
last school year about teachers
swearing around students.
The Collinsville Education
Association and the Collinsville
Education Assistants’ Association
are demanding to negotiate the poli-
cy, along with another policy gov-
erning the use of computers.
Superintendent Tom Fegley said
it’s ridiculous to think any district
would abuse a policy the way Cook
described.
“I think that regarding the role
model thing, there are plenty of
laws that exist in our country that
protect people against abuse and
there is no court or hearing officer
anywhere that would uphold a dis-
trict if they tried to fire a teacher for
going to the Horseshoe and having a
beer,” Fegley said.
The computer use policy address-
es security issues.
“The computer policy basically
says they can’t give their passwords
out to the students because we have
confidential student information on
the district network,” Fegley said.
School bans teacher profanity  
BOSTON (AP) – An experimen-
tal new medicine can cut a bout of
flu almost in half, a study found.
The drug, called GG167 or
zanamivir, works best if used by
people with especially bad symp-
toms or if taken soon after the mis-
ery strikes.
In these circumstances, doctors
found the medicine reduced a typi-
cal episode of flu from seven days
to four. 
However, it made little difference if
given late in the infection or when
symptoms were mild.
The drug, an inhaled powder, is
still being tested and is not
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration for routine use.
Its maker, Glaxo Wellcome,
which paid for the latest study,
plans more extensive testing during
this winter’s flu season. A similar
drug, code-named GS4104, is
being developed by Gilead
Sciences Inc. and Hoffman-
LaRoche.
Two other flu medicines are
already on the market. They are
Symmetrel, known generically as
amantadine, and Flumadine, known
generically as rimantadine.
Both are effective against
influenza A, which causes about
two-thirds of the estimated 20 mil-
lion flu cases in the United States
each year. But they are useless
against influenza B, the viral strain
that causes the rest.
Zanamivir has not been tested
head-to-head against the other
approved flu pills, but unlike them,
it works against both varieties of
the flu virus.
In the latest study, zanamivir was
tested on 262 people with flu infec-
tions in the United States and
Europe. The study was published in
Thursday’s issue of the New
England Journal of medicine.
New experimental drug may cut down on sniffles and sneezes
ROB KARSTENS/Staff photographer
It’s up ...
Adam Lunt, a freshman undecided major, Wyatt Martin, a
freshman business major, and Jason Houvenagle, a fresh-
man business major, watch as Nathan Chaplin, a freshman
undecided major, shoots for points on the basketball courts
across from Thomas Hall.
NORMAL (AP) – In her three
years at the Mitsubishi automobile
plant, Gretchen Feiste saw no sign of
women being groped, no workers
arranging parties with strippers, no
supervisors demanding sex for good
job assignments.
Terry Vickery witnessed horseplay,
rough language and maybe the occa-
sional jerk bothering women. But the
behavior paled by comparison with
what he had seen in Southern Illinois’
coal mines.
Richard Green saw men call
women names, grope them and sabo-
tage their work. He says management
ignored their complaints and stood by
as men arranged stripper parties and
then bragged about it afterward.
It has been nearly three years since
allegations of harassment at the plant
in Normal surfaced, but people still
resist talking and their accounts don’t
add up to a clear picture.
But even a hazy picture of life at
the plant, based on interviews with
about 20 workers, reveals problems.
Many of Mitsubishi’s defenders
acknowledge some men harassed
their co-workers or used sexually
charged language that might have
crossed the line for some women.
Mitsubishi itself settled one major
harassment lawsuit and began a high-
ly publicized overhaul of its person-
nel policies.
Ultimately, a jury may have to
decide how far it went.
The U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission is suing the
company. It alleges women at
Mitsubishi were subjected to horrify-
ing abuse: co-workers exposing them-
selves, groping them, propositioning
and physically threatening them.
Mitsubishi harassment a quiet issue
upcloseThe Daily Eastern News Thursday, September 25, 19977
Horoscopes: 
Fact or Fiction?
oroscopes, psychics, tarot
card readings and palm
readings are the supernatu-
ral ways for people to learn
about their futures. These
different ways to make predictions
have enthralled more than one-fourth
of Americans in recent years.
This type of realm has created a
craze for people to learn how they
should live their lives to the fullest to
make these predictions come true.   
While some people turn to psy-
chics or psychic readings to learn
about their future, others stick to the
basic horoscope, such as those in
many newspapers or magazines.
Bob Kalmbach, a freshman theater
major, said he believes horoscopes
can predict the future. Kalmbach,
who also knows how to interpret
tarot card readings, said they can con-
trol lives only if people let them. 
“They are OK as long as you don’t
let them dictate your actions,”
Kalmbach said.
Denise Lanthrop, a second-year
graduate student majoring in clinical
psychology, said she believes horo-
scopes are “self-fulfilled and they are
given in such generalities that anyone
can find truth in them if they look
hard enough.”
According to an informal poll of 50
Eastern students, 86 percent check
their horoscopes regularly. However,
of these 86 percent, only 16 percent
believe horoscopes can accurately
predict the future. Of those who read
their horoscopes, 14 percent check
them daily in a magazine or newspa-
per, 24 percent check them weekly,
48 percent check them monthly and
14 percent check them annually. 
Only one student out of 50 polled
had called a psychic hotline, even
though many people turn to psychic
hotlines for answers to keep all of the
late-night infomercials rolling. The
one student, who asked to remain
anonymous, said the psychic told him
he would be mugged by the end of
S e p t e m b e r.
However, the
p r e d i c t i o n
hasn’t come
true yet, he
said.
One other
person in the
poll admitted
she was inter-
ested in call-
ing a psychic hotline, but hasn’t yet.
Other students who participated in
the poll rely more on tarot cards,
palm readings and other ways of pre-
dicting the future.
Ten percent of students polled have
had a tarot card reading and 12 per-
cent have had their palms read.
Some students have mixed beliefs
about getting their palms read
because some are interesting to see
and others are hard to believe.
“It was pretty unique,” said Brian
Chinn, a junior pre-business major,
referring to his experience of having
his palm read. “I think I’ll go to a palm
reader or tarot card reader in the
future.” 
“I didn’t believe in it,” said Amy
McGoogan, a junior elementary edu-
cation major. “The lady was very
vague, and her predictions could have
fit anyone.”
Other students have gone to get
their palms read and are skeptical, but
come out thinking their prediction
might come true.
“At first I didn’t really think any-
thing of it, but as the process (with
the tarot cards) went on, I started
believing it
more,” said
Justin Reilly, a
freshman pre-
e n g i n e e r i n g
major. “Even
though the pre-
dictions haven’t
come true yet,
it’s something to
look forward
to.”
Despite having some doubts on
how accurate the predictions are,
almost all of the students agreed that
readings can be fun to watch and see
if it comes true.
“I don’t believe in tarot cards or
psychic readings because they are so
vague, but they’re a lot of fun to hear,”
said Colleen Sarna, a junior environ-
mental biology major.
Whether students use horoscopes
to find their perfect mate, to increase
earnings or just for entertainment,
there are always numerous ways to
find answers. And who knows? Maybe
someone will win a Lotto drawing
that he or she was predicted to win
in the future. Hey, it could happen!
Eastern students give their input
on the truth behind these 
astrological fortunes
Story by Theresa Gavlin
Page design by Chris Sievers
(Horoscopes are) self-fulfilled
and they are given in such
generalities that anyone can find
truth in them if they look hard
enough.”
–Denise Lanthrop,
Clinical psychology graduate
student 
“
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**SPRING BREAK...”TAKE 2**
Organize Small Group! Sell
15...Take 2 Free. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida,
Barbados, Padre. Free Parties,
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1-800-
4 2 6 -
7710/www.sunsplashtours.com
______________________10/31
EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH-
CLASS TRAVEL needs students
to promote Spring Break 1998!
Sell 15 trips & travel free! Highly
motivated students can earn a
free trip & over $10,000! Choose
from Cancun, Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida!
North America’s largest student
tour operator! Call now! 1-800-
838-6411.
_______________________9/25
RUSHED FOR TIME-NEED
HELP WITH YOUR LAUNDRY?
BYRDS LAUNDRY, 10th &
Lincoln does wash & fold laundry
for 55 cents/lb. Attendant on duty
7-3 Mon-Fri. Drop off dry cleaning
service available. Press only ser-
vice.
_______________________9/26
STAFF NEEDED FOR A LARGE
24-HOUR RESIDENTIAL PRO-
GRAM WHICH PROVIDES SER-
VICES to adults and children with
developmental disabil i t ies.
Monday through Friday evening
and midnight shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL  61920
E.O.E.
_______________________9/30
PERSONAL ASSISTANT FOR
female w/ MS. 8:30 -10:30 p.m.
Monday and Tuesday. 9-11 p.m.
Friday and Saturday 348-6678.
_______________________9/26
OWN LOTS OF CASH AND
TRAVEL FREE. Student reps
wanted. Call now to get an early
start and earn a fat check before
Christmas. 800-657-4048.
_______________________9/25
DO YOU OWN A IBM LAP TOP
computer, with power point soft-
ware on it. EARN $15 an hour.
Contact Jay 348-6400.
_______________________10/1
JUST SPENCE’S 1148 6TH
STREET. Need part time worker.
Apply in person.
_______________________9/25
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
_______________________10/3
ADOPTION A loving gift. Scared?
Confused? Let us ease your
fears. We have a wonderful life to
share with your child. Please call
Jackie and Michael anytime, toll
free at (888)866-9260.
_____________________10/22.
ADOPTION IS A LIFETIME OF
LOVE. Professor dad & stay- at-
home social worker mom long to
become parents. All the things
you want for your baby- love, ten-
derness, respect, all of life’s pos-
sibilities including college- we
want too. Let’s plan together a
happy & secure future for your
baby. Please call Barbara & Joe
toll free at 1-800-7983 access
code 9655.
_______________________10/6
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEED-
ED. Oct-May. Washer/dryer, fur-
nished. $200 a mo. Located on
10th St. 348-5656. Leave a mes-
sage.
_______________________10/2
LEASING FOR FALL 97
McArthur Apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231.
______________________12/15
ROOM FOR RENT in beautiful
furnished house. $195 a month &
utilities. 581-8021 Ask for Sarah.
_______________________10/1
NEED A MALE STUDENT to
lease one half of a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment- McArthur
Manor. 345-2231.
______________________12/15
FURNISHED LARGE ROOM for
one person. All utilities included.
Price negotiable. Close to cam-
pus. 345-6760.
_______________________9/25
METALLIC BLUE 1993 FORD
PROBE new tires, new exhaust,
moon roof, cruise, power win-
dows & locks, keyless remote,
AM/FM Cassette, 5 speed,
71,XXX miles, $7000.00 or make
me an offer 217-382-5274.
_______________________9/25
MENS TREK MOUNTAIN BIKE
Blue in good condition. $175 obo.
Call 345-9338 Leave message.
_______________________9/25
COUCH $50, rocker $10 345-
2768
_______________________9/26
PENTIUM COMPUTER, 24MB
ram, Win 95, modem, monitor,
software. $800, Call Chad at 345-
1224.
_______________________9/26
MAC LC III Excel, Word, Printer,
Modem, Monitor for $500. 581-
5654.
_______________________9/30
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good Condition $1,000
neg. 581-8003 Ask for Ben.
_______________________10/1
LOFT ONLY $70 fits Andrews,
Lawson or Pemberton. 348-0615.
_______________________9/26
SHAZAM, Hoo Hoo Honey! Don’t
forge 9-28. Love, Stevie TP.
_______________________9/25
NIKKI-CONGRATS on pledging
DELTA ZETA! We are so excited
to have you for our little sis! Love
Tracy and Shannon.
_______________________9/25
JEFF BYRD OF SIGMA CHI,
Congrats on being our new DZ
man! We hope your pregnant wife
from Mexico is as happy for you
as we are! Love, your senoritas.
_______________________9/25
JAMIE BEUSSE OF TRI-SIGMA:
You are doing a great job, stick
with it! Love, Andrea.
_______________________9/25
TO THE BETA KAPPA pledge
class of Sigma Chi- Thank you so
much for the roses at coronation!
You guys are the greatest! Love,
Kathy.
_______________________9/25
SHAHIN-CONGRATS on becom-
ing the new Derby Darling! We
are so happy for you! Love, Bedo
and Kathy.
_______________________9/25
CONGRATULATIONS SARAH
CASCIO on getting lavaliered to
JOHN JAKELJA OF LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA. We’re so happy for
you! Love your Alpha Phi sisters.
_______________________9/25
ASA AIRBAND- Good luck
tonight at the Sigma Chi airband
competition.
_______________________9/25
KATHY KOOY OF ALPHA PHI-
you looked beautiful at Derby Day
coronation. Love your sisters.
_______________________9/25
MICHELLE SHAHIN OF ALPHA
PHI- Congratulations on becom-
ing Sigma Chi Derby Darling.
We’re so proud of you! Love your
sisters.
_______________________9/25
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA PHI
would like to welcome all of our
new members. We hope you had
a great time at lock-in last week-
end.
_______________________9/25
THE LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA
would like to wish all fraternities
participating in Sandblast GOOD
LUCK! Get excited.
_______________________9/25
JENNY GALLOVITCH OF ASA-
Congrats on your newly elected
position as Jr. Greek Council del-
egate. Love your ASA sisters.
_______________________9/25
SUZY KAMENSKY OF ASA-
Congrats on getting promised to
JAY WEISS OF DELTA SIGMA
PHI! Your sisters are very happy
for you.
_______________________9/25
TO THE MEN OF LAMBDA CHI
ALPHA- We had a great time at
out “beach party” last night! Can’t
wait for watermelon fest! Love the
ladies of Tri-Sigma.
_______________________9/25
BRANDI LAWSON OF TRI-
SIGMA: Congratulations on
becoming Junior Greek Council’s
Panhell Liason! Love, your sis-
ters.
_______________________9/25
EMILY RILEY OF TRI-SIGMA:
We’re so proud of you on becom-
ing the new Junior Greek Council
Secretary! Love your sisters.
_______________________9/25
$CASH FOR COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1-
800-532-8890
_______________________9/30
EVERY THURSDAY IS CLASS
RING DAY AT TOKENS. ORDER
RINGS AND GRADUATION
ANNOUNCEMENTS NOW.
______________________10/15
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over
$750! Cash now available at
Tokens for a limited time $30!
_______________________9/30
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/1
NOW BOOKING FUNCTIONS-
CHARLESTON ELKS. 2 bars, 2
floors. 345-2646, ask for Christy.
_______________________9/30
ATTN. GREEK ALL 10 K GOLD
LAVALIERS IN STOCK NOW.
$10 OFF AT TOKENS, WHILE
THEY LAST.
______________________10/15
TED’S IS NOW BOOKING
FUNCTIONS. Lots of space,
great prices. Call Courtney Stone
at 581-8210 or Howard Coon at
345-9732 to reserve. Ted’s is the
choice for all your functions.
_______________________10/2
EIU LAW-Roosevelt, NIU, Kent,
SIU, John Marshall, Dayton, and
more. Today 3rd floor union. 10-4.
_______________________9/25
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Coffee house Saturday Sept. 27 from
9 p.m. to midnight at Newman Chapel. Free food and fun.
FAITH MULTICULTURAL PEER MINISTRIES Bible study today at 7
p.m. at Wesley Foundation basement.
UB HOMECOMING COMMITTEE Activities meeting today at 7 p.m. in
the Paris Room MLK Union. All RSO’s should attend.
LIFESTYLES Meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lawson. Anyone who attend-
ed last night please come tonight. There was a mistake on our part.
RHA Meeting today at 5 p.m. in Pemberton Hall.
ROTC Lab today at the Archery Mound. Uniform is BDU, boots and
soft cap. Rain location McAfee gym.
APO Service Committee meeting today at 6:45 in the office.
APO Executive meeting today at 8 p.m. in the office.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT Aromatherapy
field trip today at 7 p.m. at Wellness and Wisdom. Meet at coreal bowls
in front of Coleman at 7 p.m., we will drive or walk over.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily mass today at 12:05 p.m. in
Newman Chapel.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 3:30-4:30 at Newman Chapel.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Hard core B.S. today at 7:30 p.m. at the
Wesley Foundation across from Lawson. Come over for a bible study,
everyone is welcome.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Passages & Pancakes Friday Sept. 26 from
7-8 a.m. at Wesley Foundation across from Lawson. A weekly break-
fast gathering to discuss selected Bible passages and one’s journey in
the Christian Faith.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Large group today at 7
p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon. Come join us as Pastor Phil Miglioratti
shares about how we can strengthen our personal prayer life.
HOMECOMING SPIRIT CO-CHAIRS Spirit contest applications due
Friday, Sept. 26 by 4 p.m. in Rm 201 University Union.
EAST CENTRAL-EIU READING COUNCIL Meeting today at 7 p.m. in
the MLK Jr. University Union Ballroom, $2 at the door. Pat Hammett
East Central EIU Reading Council member speaks in the Illinois family
literacy effort from the view of the Secretary of State Literary office. 
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
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20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
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ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) – A
surprise witness testified Wed-
nesday that Marv Albert, wearing
white panties and a garter belt,
bit her three years ago in a Dallas
hotel room during a struggle that
left her holding the sportscaster’s
hairpiece.
Patricia Masden’s story was
the most shocking yet in Albert’s
forcible sodomy and assault trial,
drawing gasps from spectators
but not even a smile from the
jurors. Albert is not on trial in
connection with the alleged inci-
dent, but Circuit Judge Benjamin
N.A. Kendrick let her tell her
story to show what prosecutors
say was a pattern of conduct.
Masden said she got to know
Albert well during the early
1990s when he traveled with bas-
ketball’s New York Knicks and
she was the VIP liaison for Hyatt
Hotels. She said he summoned
her to his room in Dallas in 1994,
saying he needed help sending a
fax.
When she entered Albert’s
room and announced her pres-
ence, she heard him say, “Come
on in.’’ “I turned around and I
saw him standing there. I saw
him standing there in white
panties and garter belt. He was
exposed and he was aroused,’’
she said.
She said she stood there in
shock as Albert approached her
and began to rub against her.
TORONTO (AP) – Cito Gaston, who managed
the Toronto Blue Jays to World Series champi-
onships in 1992 and 1993, was fired Wednesday
with his team in last place in the American League
East.
General manager Gord Ash announced the dis-
missal and said pitching coach Mel Queen would
manage the team the final five games.
Gaston is the third manager fired this season, fol-
lowing Cincinnati’s Ray Knight and Kansas City’s
Bob Boone. His ouster leaves Dusty Baker of San
Francisco and Don Baylor of Colorado as baseball’s
only black managers.
Ash, whose team was 72-85 entering Wednesday
night, said he hopes to have a new manager by the
winter meetings in December.
“Cito Gaston is a quality baseball person,’’ he
said. “Loyal, dedicated with a concern for every-
one’s well-being. The Blue Jays have enjoyed our
greatest success during his tenure.
“However, during the past three seasons, our
club has not responded to the challenges of compet-
ing in the American League East. Certainly, the
players have failed, the organization has failed and
I have failed.
“However, the manager, as unfair as it might be,
must be responsible and accountable for the lack of
results on the field.’’ Toronto signed free agent
pitcher Roger Clemens to a three-year, $24.75 mil-
lion free agent contract in the off-season. He is 21-7
and a favorite for the AL Cy Young Award. But the
Blue Jays rank last in the league in batting average
and have scored the second fewest runs of any team
in the majors.
Gaston, 53, joined the Blue Jays in 1982 as a hit-
ting instructor and was appointed interim manager
on May 15, 1989, replacing Jimy Williams. Two
weeks later, the Jays removed the interim designa-
tion.
Gaston took the Jays to the AL East title that sea-
son. After finishing second in 1990, Toronto won
three straight division titles beginning in 1991.
The Blue Jays defeated Philadelphia in the 1993
World Series.
They then dipped to third-, fifth- and fourth-place
finishes the next three seasons.
airport after a gun was found in his bag-
gage.
The University of Michigan finds itself
under investigation for giving illegal pay-
ments to prospective athletes in exchange
for their becoming Wolverines.
The state of lawlessness in sports has
reached a crisis state. Even my beloved
sport of soccer is not immune. Two mem-
bers of the defending Major League
Soccer Champion, the D.C United, were
recently brought up on rape charges.
It is time that the governing organiza-
tions, and I use the term loosely, of the
various college and professional sports
put their collective feet down.
The measures used to this point have
been less than successful, and what I’m
about to suggest may be a little extreme,
but these are extreme times.
■ First, college and pro sports must
adopt a zero-tolerance standing on the use
of illegal drugs and steroids.
The current policy in the NFL allows
for a player to be suspended for a certain
number of games for their first violation
of league drug policies. In addition, the
player may appeal the ruling and often
has games taken off the suspension.
That is wrong. If a player violates
league drug policies, even once, that
player should be booted from the league.
Case closed, no appeal.
■ If a college athlete is convicted of any
crime, that school should have the whole
program cut. No probation. Simply do
away with the program all together. This
will make the schools and coaches more
responsible for their athletes, as well as
making the players more vigilant them-
selves.
■ The same should hold true for schools
that are found to be in violation of
recruiting regulations. If the school can-
not build a program through proper
means, they do not deserve a program.
■ Any professional athlete convicted of
any crime should be booted from his team
and the league.
Unfortunately, even these ideas will
probably not help. As seen in an
Associated Press story seen earlier this
week, Minnesota Golden Gopher
Courtney James, kicked of the basketball
team after being convicted in a domestic
assault case, has signed a $300,000-a-
year, incentive-laden contract to play in
Greece. Should he have any success, he is
bound to be picked up by an NBA team.
One has to imagine that the 1919
Chicago White Sox did not err in conspir-
ing to throw the World Series, but in get-
ting caught in a time when punishments
were strict and strictly enforced.
SAN DIEGO (AP) – From home runs to kidney stones,
it’s been an eventful season for Tony Gwynn. By late
Sunday afternoon, he could be celebrating his eighth NL
batting title.
Then again, Gwynn, one of baseball’s greatest hitters,
claims he’s not consumed by the chase for No. 8, which
would tie Honus Wagner’s NL record.
“Everybody thinks about it for me,’’ said the San Diego
Padres’ outfielder, who once again is stuck on a losing
team.
“Unfortunately, I guess I’ve reached that stage where
my career is judged on whether or not I win it. And for
me, I don’t go home at night not sleeping because I’m
down seven points. I just don’t worry about it.
“I’m going to go out there and try to win it, but if I
don’t win it, I can’t be too disappointed because I’ve had a
good year.’’ Gwynn was down seven points to Colorado’s
Larry Walker just last Thursday. But the lefty went 11-for-
18 in a series against first-place San Francisco to help
raise his average to .373, best in the big leagues, and take
a six-point lead over Walker going into Wednesday’s
games.
The Padres had four games left, all on the road, while
the Rockies had five, all at home.
“Finishing strong, that’s all I think about, because I’ve
been sucking gas for a month,’’ Gwynn said. “The last
couple of days I found something. I don’t know what it is
yet, but I found it and I hope I can keep it going.’’ 
Gwynn was batting .383 on Aug. 8, the night he began
ailing from a kidney stone while in Chicago. It was surgi-
Witness tells court
Marv Albert bit her
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The other women’s teams are
not close to being fully funded,
McDuffie said.
The proposed increase would
allow each of the women’s teams
to have more money for opera-
tions and scholarships. 
“We would like for all of the
teams to move ahead with the
others,” he said.
McDuffie said Eastern athletes
may have less money in terms of
scholarships than other schools. 
“If you have fewer dollars for
scholarships you are automatical-
ly less competitive,” he said.
A maximal budget for a
women’s team would allow for
15 out-of-state scholarships.
Usually part of the team is in
state and part of a team is out.
For example, the women’s soccer
team has six out-of-state players,
but this season the volleyball
team has no out-of-state players. 
“We don’t need to have 100
percent of our volleyball team
out-of-state, but the coaches need
to have the latitude,” McDuffie
said. “We have the Office of
Civil Rights interested in getting
our overall support for women’s
sports higher than it has been in
years.”
For 1995-96, the operating
budget for men’s sports was 62.4
percent of the total budget while
women’s sports received 37.8
percent of the budget for operat-
ing expenses.
The projections for 1997-98
are that men’s sports would
receive 59 percent of the budget
and women 41 percent for oper-
ating costs, Polca said.
For scholarship money it is
projected that the men will
receive 58 percent of the money
and the women 42 percent of the
athletic budget.
Participation in sports is pro-
jected at the same numbers: 58
percent of the athletes are pro-
jected to be male and 42 percent
female.
“We’ve been in this review for
a couple of years now. This is the
progress we’ve made and we still
have a lot to do. 
There is more that we sill need
and more that we still want to
do,” Polca said.
“There are some variants like
officiating that we can’t control
so the men’s percentage goes
up,” Polca said.
New figures for funding in
1996-97 are set to be released on
Oct. 15. 
PROPOSAL from page 12
as she received All-Conference
honors in cross country. 
“My favorite meets are the
conference meets, because I do
so well.” 
Another goal Conrad said she
has is to live up to everyone’s
expectations.
“I wanted to fit in with the rest
of the team and to make sure the
coaches were happy,” she said. 
Conrad said her most memo-
rable meets were conference
meets and the EIU Open her
freshman year.
“My freshman year I ran a
18:18 in the EIU Open,” Conrad
said. “I was shocked.” 
Conrad said she also has a
goal for the team. 
“I would love to see the team
win all-conference,” Conrad
said. “It’s very possible this
year.”  
Head coach John McInerney
praises Conrad’s contribution to
the team.
“She’s done great thing for us
for four years,” McInerney said.
“Since her freshman year on,
she’s always been our number
one or two runner. 
“She came in at a pretty high
caliber, but one improvement is
that she has matured physically
and mentally each year.”
McInerney said her confi-
dence has gotten better in the
past two years, which placed her
in a leadership role. However,
Conrad isn’t an ordinary leader.
Because of her shyness, she’s not
vocal. Therefore, she has to lead
by example.
“There are people who are
very outspoken and most of the
time I’m so focused in practice
or meets that I forget to give
someone a high five,” she said. 
“You have to be confident in
yourself,” she said. “You have to
work at your full potential in
order to succeed at this sport. I
think it’s one of the toughest
sports out there, because we go
through pain everyday.” 
While Conrad can’t pass her
natural running ability to the
team, McInerney said, she could
pass on other things.
“Hopefully, her desire,” he
said. “She has a consistent desire
to push herself, whether it’s in
practice or a meet,” McInerney
said.
With this being Conrad’s last
year, she said it is important to
leave a lasting impression.
Conrad’s running career start-
ed at McArthur Junior High
when, after running well in gym
class, the track coach hunted her
down in the lunch room and
asked her to try-out for the team. 
As a senior at Wheeling High
School, Conrad had to choose
whether she wanted to attended
Indiana State or Eastern. 
“I chose Eastern because it
was close to home and because I
liked the coaching staff,” Conrad
said. “After I visited the school, I
knew this was the place.”
She was recruited by women’s
head track coach John Craft.
Craft was later replaced by head
coach John McInerney but the
change of coaches didn’t change
her decision. 
“He was really nice on my
recruiting trip,” Conrad said.
“He was really honest about the
team and the campus. I heard
good stuff about him, so I wasn’t
worried about coming into the
program.
“Coach Mac is a great coach. I
would recommended him as a
coach anytime, to any runner,”
she said. 
CONRAD from page 12
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
The interview process for Eastern’s vacant head
softball coaching job continues as the fifth candi-
date, Lloydene Searle, makes her way to Charleston.
Searle is the former head softball coach at Utah
State where she compiled a 509-370-1 record in 17
years with the Aggies – 13 of those were winning
seasons. She resigned from Utah State after a 1997
season where her team went 20-37 overall and 8-24
in the Big East.
However, Searle does place among the top 25 in
NCAA Division I wins and winning percentage. In
1993 she was the West Region Coach of the Year
and in 1981 she won the national championship with
the Aggies. Searle also played professional softball
for the Bakersfield Aggies and the Arizona Birds.
Deborah Polca, associate athletic director, said
one of the things that attracts Eastern to Searle is the
fact that she would bring experience and Searle has
proven she is successful.
During the two-day interview process, Searle will
meet with Athletic Director Richard McDuffie,
members of the athletic department, softball players
and members of the search committee.
The search committee is made up of Polca, physi-
cal education instructor Ken Baker, athletic trainer
Cheryl Birkhead and softball player Mandy White.
It will then be the job of the search committee to
decide if they want to continue the search for candi-
dates, offer the job to Searle or offer the position to
one of the others that have previously been inter-
viewed.
“The search has been on going,” Polca said. “We
have been interviewing ever since we started the
search.”
She also said some of the previous candidates that
have been interviewed are still possibilities for the
position.
The focus of the interview will be on the future of
Lady Panther softball.
“We will ask her why she’s interested in the posi-
tion and her goals and objectives for the softball pro-
gram,” Polca said. “We will also confirm her knowl-
edge and ability to teach physical education.”
Search for softball coach continues
Harper recorded 37 sets, nine digs and four kills. 
“We played much better than the last match,” Harper
said. “We were more focused.”
Sommer lead Eastern in kills with 13. She added 12
digs and two block assists. Middle hitter Monica
Shrader blocked four Lady Raider hits and assisted on
one.
She recorded 11 digs and had the highest hitting per-
centage (.333) with her eight kills.
Sophomore outside hitter Meleah Cutler turned in a
real positive performance at the game.
“She covered on the blocks and got some good digs
in,” Ralston said. “She’s got a lot of potential.”
Cutler lead the team in digs with 18. She also added
two block assists and matched Shrader with eight kills to
help in the Lady Panther victory. 
The Lady Panthers will face Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State leading into the weekend. The team will
travel to Southeast Missouri State on Tuesday.
“(The win) gave us great momentum for the week-
end,” Sommer said.
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
Even though the Panther offense racked up 539 total
yards in the 25-14 victory over Illinois State last weekend, a
similar output against Tennessee Tech on Saturday can
prove to be a much more difficult task.
The Golden Eagle defense ranks second in the Ohio
Valley Conference by holding opponents to 241 yards per
game and only 98 yards on the ground. 
“The defense is our strength, we have some good person-
nel coming back,” Golden Eagle head coach Mike
Hennigan said. “In the last game we found out there were
some good offenses and maybe we should have tackled bet-
ter, but (the defense has) kept us in the games and given us
the opportunity we’ve been looking for.”
“Our defense played hard the first two games,” Golden
Eagle defensive coordinator Mike Smith said. “We don’t
have an overly talented defense, we just have a ‘bend but
don’t break’ attitude.”
Eastern leads the conference with 221.3 yards per game
rushing. Even though Tech’s defense is stingy in the ground
game, Panther head coach Bob Spoo said the game plan is
still to run the football.
“We have to test their stats and
attempt to do what we do best,” he
said. “We can’t be intimidated by stats.
“We certainly have to attempt to do
the same thing we did against ISU,”
Spoo said. “We have to run the ball,
control it and pass the ball. It will be
interesting to see how it all unfolds. People know what we
do, they have to stop it.”
Even though the Golden Eagle defense is first in the con-
ference, Smith said he has only one idea on how to stop
Eastern.
“Play with 13 players, but I don’t think they’ll let us do
that,” he said. “Eastern has an outstanding offense, they are
big and strong up front with the center and two guards and I
don’t think there is a better quarterback in the league.
“The three running backs are hard to tackle. I wish I had
an answer to stop them, but they are just a good team with a
lot of strength.”
The Golden Eagle defense is powered by two senior
linebackers in Sammy Sanders and Jeff Norman. Sanders
has 24 tackles, while Norman has 22, 10 of those unassisted. 
Sophomore left end Brandon Vaughn has added 16 tack-
les and a team-leading three sacks.
Even with the leadership of the two seniors and Vaughn,
Smith said the Golden Eagles don’t have a main player that
carries the defense.
“We just have a bunch of blue-collar players, we don’t
have any standouts,” he said. “We try to profess to the team
that everyone has a role to play and they must play that role,
we’re all in it together. If we play hard, we’ll have a chance
to win.”
Smith said that his defense does not have a preference to
a team that relies on the ground game or a team that has an
air attack.
“We play about the same defensively passing and defen-
sively running,” he said. “We’ve got some returning players
in the secondary that have got some years of experience and
we are pretty well evenly balanced against the run or the
pass.
“We need to play hard because we will be undersized
against Eastern, but I guess most teams who play Eastern
will be undersized.”
Spoo said he will have to wait for the game to start to see
if Eastern can overcome the Tech defense.
“We have to execute our game plan and not be over-
matched,” he said. “I will not be able to assess that until I
get going into the game.”
Golden Eagles hope to outshine Panther team 
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Things are bad for the Eastern men’s
soccer team.
In fact, they have never been worse.
The Panther booters sit at 0-8 on the
young season, giving them the worst start
in the history of the school’s men’s soccer
program.
They have already lost as many games
as they won last season. Last year, the
team was 8-11 overall.
“Last year we played several nationally
ranked teams. We played Wisconsin and
got blown out. It wasn’t like that in all the
games, but we had some difficult scores,”
Eastern head coach Tim McClements said.
McClements said his team played well
in its most recent loss, 1-0 to Notre Dame,
but scoring problems continue to plague
the Panthers.
“Obviously, it’s disappointing that we
lost,” he said. “I thought they did a good
job. Again, we didn’t find the net.”
McClements added that the team is get-
ting respect from its opponents, including
Notre Dame.
“We went there and after the game,
coach Berticelli said he really felt like we
put together a solid effort.”
The Panthers continue to work on find-
ing the net.
“We have been working on play in the
offensive third,” McClements said. “That
has been the main focus of our training
session. We don’t just take shots, but
obviously, that’s where we’ve been lack-
ing.”
“The only aspect of our game that we
need to work on is our offense,” senior
midfielder Brian Holcombe said. “We’ve
been in six of the eight games we lost. We
dominate all over the field, we just can’t
score goals.”
The 1990s have not been kind to
Eastern.
The Panthers have had just one winning
season in the 1990s. In 1994, Eastern
went 12-3-1, and 6-1-1 in the Mid-
Continent Conference.
The team has had four losing seasons in
the 90s prior to this one. In 1990, 1992,
1995 and 1996 combined, the Panthers are
21-46-4.
Eastern broke even in 1991 and 1993,
going 9-9 in ‘93 and 9-9-1 in ‘91.
This season’s squad would have to fin-
ish 9-1 in its remaining games to break
even at 9-9.
This could be difficult as Eastern went
1-4 last year against the Missouri Valley
Conference. Creighton and Evansville,
last season’s regular season and confer-
ence tournament champs, respectively, are
continuing their success. Creighton is 4-3-
1 overall, having recently suffered a los-
ing streak of its own. Evansville tops the
MVC at 4-2 overall, 1-0 in conference. 
A loss to the Drake Bulldogs last sea-
son put Panther tournament hopes in jeop-
ardy. This season the Bulldogs are 2-4.
Last season’s lone conference win came
against the Bradley Braves. Those Braves
are the No. 2 team in the MVC as of
Monday, with a 4-2 record.
The Missouri Valley Conference grew
by two teams this year with the
Commodores of Vanderbilt  and the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers – both are
2-5 in their first  MVC season. The
Hilltoppers were the only team to be
ranked below the Panthers in the MVC
pre-season standings.
McClements said the team is ready for
MVC play.
“I think that were more prepared for the
MVC than we were this time last year,” he
said. “I think that we can play with teams
like Evansville and Creighton. I think
they’re more concerned with us now.
We’re a better team now. Our record
doesn’t show it, the results don’t show it,
but I think we are.”
Holcombe agrees with McClements. He
said the team can play with any team in
the nation.
“Against teams like Dayton and Notre
Dame, we show up to play,” he said. “If
we were to play that way against teams
like Western, it would be 4-0, 5-0, if we
could score.”
“The games on the schedule that are
upper-level games, those are easy to get
up for,” McClements said. He said the
tough part is getting ready for teams that
are not in the “upper-level.”
With the long losing streak, it would be
easy for the Panthers to give up and call it
a season.
“The opposite has happened,”
McClements said. “The guys have pulled
together. They have not fallen apart. Our
main objective is to make the Missouri
Valley Conference tournament and win
the rest of our games.”
And McClements thinks the team can
pull it off.
“I feel more confident now than I did a
week ago,” he said.
Soccer team on worst losing streak, coach remains optimistic
By BOB MOSCHEL
Staff Writer
In a back and forth match up, the Lady Panther soccer
team came out with a 3-2 victory over Loyola in double
overtime Wednesday.
Eleven minutes into double overtime, junior defensive
player Diane Markus scored on a pass from senior Kendra
Williamson to win the game.
The Panthers afternoon game in Chicago was not a con-
ference game, but it improves their overall record to 3-4.
“It was a great game to watch,” head coach Steve
Ballard said.
Ballard knew a win against Loyola would be tough so
he said it was a great win for the team.
“The game was hard-fought and it felt really nice to
finally get a winner,” Ballard said.
In the first half, Eastern trailed 2-1 despite junior back-
fielder Heather Ory’s fourth goal of the season 10 minutes
into the game. Ory led the Panthers with five shots on
goal, while junior forward and Missouri Valley Conference
player of the week Tracie Strother added four.
“The most positive aspect of the game was that we just
kept getting stronger as the game went on,” Ballard said.
Twenty minutes into the second half, junior forward
Beth Aussin tied the game 2-2 with an unassisted goal.
At the end of regulation time, eight different Lady
Panthers had attempted shots. Eastern doubled Loyola’s
shot count at the end of the game, 17-8. 
Freshman goalie Jeanine Fredrick managed to get 12
saves in the game. 
Of the 17 Lady Panther shots the Loyola goalie was
forced to make five saves.
“The girls played outstandingly. It was a great effort on
everyone’s part this time around. They just never quit,”
Ballard said.
The Lady Panthers will have to celebrate the win quick-
ly and move on to their next opponent. In the next five
days, they will face three non-conference competitors, two
out of the three the team will face on the road.
On Friday the Panthers will face Wisconsin-Green Bay
at Lakeside Field, on  Sunday the team will travel to
Memphis University and next Wednesday they will head
to St. Louis to play against the St. Louis University
Billikens.
“We have got to face three games in the next five days
and that means we’ve got to buckle down and get on our
Women’s soccer team wins 3-2 against Loyola in double overtime
Overall record
improves to 3-4 for the
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DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Athletes, both professional and
college, have long inspired the
general populace. 
From the “Galloping Ghost”
Red Grange, to Joe Dimaggio;
from the “Four Horsemen,” to the
“Legion of Doom,” athletes have
captivated the public’s imagina-
tion and grabbed the headlines of
many a sports section.
Unfortunately, some athletes
have their names appearing in a
very different section of the paper
– the police blotter.
Crime and sports seem to go
hand in hand these days. Almost
every few months another athlete
has his name splashed all over
the various forms of media due to
a run-in with the law.
Michael Irvin, the Dallas
Cowboys receiver was arrested
for possession of cocaine. Tony
Phillips, ex-White Sox leadoff
man, faces narcotics charges. O.J.
Simpson was tried for the murder
of his ex-wife and a friend of
hers.
It makes you wonder just what
is going on.
For some athletes, their arrests
represent a one-time fall from
grace. For others, an apparent
lack of common sense leads to
repeat visits to the pokey.
Students hailing from the St.
Louis area are sure to know of
the new savior of the Rams, run-
ning back Lawrence Phillips. He
was convicted of assault for grab-
bing his girlfriend by the hair and
dragging her down a flight of
stairs. Despite the fact that a nor-
mal citizen would have received
a fairly sizable jail term, if not
being sentenced to a stay in the
Nebraska State Penitentiary,
Phillips received parole and was
allowed to leave the state in order
to play for the Rams.
This offseason, the Rams hired
a new head coach, Dick Vermiel.
One of Vermiel’s first acts as
head coach, was to drive to
Nebraska and pick up Phillips,
who was doing time for violating
his parole.
Warren Sapp was thought to be
an easy choice for the No. 1 pick
in the NFL draft when he
announced his entry. Sapp sat on
draft day and watched his stock
drop due to a report that he had
failed a drug test while playing
college ball.
In his rookie season, Sapp was
arrested after marijuana was
found in his car after a traffic
stop.
Even coaches and institutions
are not immune to run-ins with
the law.
Dallas Cowboys head coach
Barry Switzer was arrested at an
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The Lady Panther volleyball
team shot down Middle Tenn-
essee State University to get its
first conference win.
Eastern defeated the Lady
Raiders 15-12, 15-7 and 15-7. 
“We really needed to come out
and win,” senior outside hitter
Lindsey Celba said. 
“We needed to win this big
time,” senior outside hitter Lorri
Sommer said. “Everyone played
well. (This match) was do or die.”
The Lady Panthers outhit
Middle Tennessee 48 to 34.
Middle Tennessee hit a dismal
.007, scoring in the negative hit
percentage in two of three games.
“I don’t think Middle played as
good as they could have,” Lady
Panther head coach Betty Ralston
said.
The Lady Raider’s top three
spikers combined for 19 kills dur-
ing the entire match. They had
four blocks and 49 total digs
against the Lady Panthers.
Although the Lady Panthers
did get a win, Ralston said she
feels facing Middle Tennessee at
home later in the season will be
tough.
“What we have to watch for is
when we get down there,” she
said.
“It’s good to get the win,”
Ralston said. Eastern will look to
use this win to gain momentum
going into this weekend.
“This is the most important
part of the season. We really need
to push hard and make sure we
don’t get any more losses,” Celba
said.
“Hopefully (this win) will lead
up to the weekend,” senior setter
Kara Harper said. 
Spikers net first conference win
Law-breaking
athletes should
do the time
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Editors note: This is the third story in a three-
part series examining gender equity proposals
at Eastern.
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An overall increase in women’s sports
funding is the third proposal made by the
President’s Council to attempt to meet with
gender equity laws.
“It’s something that we have to do and
something we should do,” said Athletic
Director Richard McDuffie.
The increase in budgets for women’s sports
by an as of yet undetermined amount of
money each year will come from two areas.
The proposed increase will come from an
$8.75 hike in student grant-in-aid fees and
Panther Club donations. 
“We in athletics get almost no appropriated
dollars. We certainly don’t get any dollars for
operational costs. The other two sources of
funds is from athletics external revenue and
student fees,” McDuffie said.
He said the school does get some appropri-
ated money because many of the coaches also
teach.
The Intercollegiate Athletic Board will
meet on Oct. 2 to discuss the  proposals. 
“It’s the kind of thing we’ve been dis-
cussing for a while,” McDuffie said.
“We have been under review by the Office
of Civil Rights for a number of years and we
have made great strides in compliance with
the law but we’re not to the conclusion as
yet,” he said. 
McDuffie said the extra money would go to
ongoing expenses such as coaches, travel,
recruiting and for the athletes’ safety.
“I like to be sure we have a safe environ-
ment for our student athletes,” he said. “For
us to travel in vans for a long distance I don’t
think is safe.
“We need a little bit more in terms of
coaching staff and better travel funds. We
need to do the things that are necessary so that
all athletes are equal and safe and competi-
tive.”
Associate Athletic Director Deborah Polca
said the money would also be used to cover
inflation costs to keep the scholarships that
Eastern has and to enhance the other pro-
grams.
Only one out of the 10 women’s sports,
basketball, is close to being fully funded. 
Volleyball is currently only partially fund-
ed.
“It’s closer than others to being fully fund-
ed,” McDuffie said. “Volleyball does not have
access to out of state scholarships.”
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As the cross country team
strives for a conference title,
senior Lady Panther Cristen
Conrad wants to leave Eastern on
a positive note.
“This year I want to try and do
the best I can,” Conrad said.
“After my last meet at district, I
want to say to myself I gave it
my all.
“I want to make sure that after
I cross the finish line for the last
time, I want to make sure that
parents, friends, teammates,
coaches, everybody who sup-
ported me the past ten years are
happy with me,” she said.
When Conrad came in as a
freshman, she set some high
goals for herself.
“I wanted to be All-Con-
ference in cross country and
track,” Conrad said.
She achieved that goal her
sophomore and junior year, asANNA BETZELBERGER/ Associate photo editorSenior cross country runner Christen Conrad stretches out on Wednesday before practice.
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Funding for women’s sports may increase 
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Cross country runner seeks conference title
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Senior middle hitter Lorri Sommer spikes the ball over two Middle Tennessee defenders in Tuesday’s con-
ference win.
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